
What’s new in RAD Studio XE  
 
The 2011 release of RAD Studio is here and it is called RAD Studio XE. With hundreds of new 
features and enhancements, RAD Studio XE helps you build ultra-rich applications even faster for 
Windows, .NET, the Web, and now for PHP. RAD Studio XE includes some of most the popular 
and powerful tools for code editing, build, profiling, and testing out-of-the-box. And with enhanced 
support for multi-tier and new support for cloud deployment, you can future-proof your 
applications like never before. 
 
Take a look at the key new features of RAD Studio XE below. Then learn more by checking out 
the full feature matrix and RAD Studio documentation wiki. If you’re using RAD Studio 2009 or 
earlier, be sure to see new features introduced in other recent versions of RAD Studio that you 
also get as part of RAD Studio XE. 
 

New in Delphi XE and C++Builder XE 
 
Expanded Multi-Tier Development with DataSnap 

DataSnap has been updated with: 
- New wizards for creating server applications 

and client modules 
- Wizards for creation of DataSnap Server 

applications with C++Builder 
- Support for JavaScript, REST and HTTP and 

HTTPS transport protocols 
- Process communication streams with 

encryption and compression filters 
- User roles for authentication 

 

 
 

  

 
Powerful Integrated Tool Chest 

Streamline your process so you spend less time 
managing and more time coding 

- AQtime Standard profiling tools to identify 
issues so you can deliver ultra-high 
performance apps 

- CodeSite Express logging tools and enhanced 
debugging for building quality applications 

- /n Software IP*Works component suite for 
Internet app development with advanced IP 
communications protocols 

- Advanced difference engine with the Beyond 
Compare Text Compare 
 

 

 

 
Cloud Computing 

RAD Studio  XE makes it easy to work with cloud 
services and to deploy applications to the cloud.  
- Components for working with Windows Azure 

simple data storage including blobs, queues and 
tables 

- Easy deployment to Amazon EC2 cloud servers to 
gain the benefits of cloud availability and scalability  

 

 
 
 

 
Subversion integration in the IDE 

With RAD Studio XE you can easily use the popular 

 

http://www.embarcadero.com/products/rad-studio/rad-studio-feature-matrix.pdf
http://docwiki.embarcadero.com/RADStudio/XE/en/What's_New_in_Delphi_and_C%2B%2BBuilder_XE


Subversion version control system to manage source 
code revisions for your own code or among your team. 
Features include: 
- Integration into the project manager and history 

manager 
- Support for common version control tasks like 

import, update, commit and show log. 
- Difference and merge viewer 
- Source code for the integration using the Open 

Tools API available as an open source project 
 

 
 

 
Higher Productivity and code intelligence 

Speed your day to day development tasks and get even 
more done in even less time with enhancements 
throughout the IDE 

- Enhanced code generation from the modeler 
gives you higher quality code 

- Generate Sequence diagrams from methods in 
your Delphi applications  

- Additional code formatting options 
- Improved search capabilities and IDE Insight 
- New editor shortcuts for navigating between 

changed lines of code 

 

 
 

 
New tools to automate and augment your build 
process 

RAD Studio XE gives you new tools to automate, 
manage and add additional functionality to your build 
process.  

- FinalBuilder automated build and release 
management toolset to define and manage 
repeatable build processes 

- Formatter.exe for code formatting 
- AuditsCLI.exe to run code audits and metrics 

in Delphi  
- GenDocCLI to automatically generate 

documentation 
 

 

 

 
 

 
Language, Compiler and Library Enhancements   

Continued improvements and enhancements to your 
application foundation. 

- Updates to the VCL, RTL, and STL 
- Regular expressions for Delphi RTL 
- Enhanced TStrings and Date/Time 

functionality  

- Enhanced RTTI support for C++, new 
rvalue references, move semantics for 
std::string, and additional C++ VCL 
enhancements 

- Added support for the OpenTools API for 
internal tabs  

- Improved compiler performance 
 

 

  



ToolCloud-enabled and earlier version access 

Get the power of XE with ToolCloud licensing options 
and access to earlier versions of software.  

- ToolCloud license provisioning and ToolBox 
user interface included with the purchase of 
ToolCloud network licenses 

- Delphi XE includes access to licenses for older 
versions – Delphi 2010, 2009, 2007 and Delphi 
7 
 

 
 

New in Delphi Prism XE 
 

Delphi Prism XE provides a cross-platform development solution and robust 

programming language for rapidly developing .NET, Mono, ASP.NET, and data-driven 

applications for Windows, Linux, and Mac OS X. This list includes features introduced in 

Delphi Prism XE and in version 2011 a few months earlier. 

 

  

Integrated Subversion version control 

If you work as part of a development team or want to better manage revisions of your 

own code, you can now do it with Subversion SVN version control integration in Delphi 

Prism. This integration enables you to perform common version control options directly 

from inside the Visual Studio based IDE. 

 

Cross Platform Development on Windows and Mac OS X 

Previously Delphi Prism included a Visual Studio based IDE for development on 

Windows. Now it also includes the MonoDevelop IDE, built-in, for development on 

both Windows and Mac OS. 

 



 

Support for the latest .NET 4.0 and Silverlight Technologies 

NET 4.0 and Silverlight 4 are fully supported along with previous versions, plus 

additional improvements in supporting better native/managed interoperability, 

threading improvements, enhanced garbage collection, and many others. 

 

 

Visual Studio 2010 Shell Based IDE 

The new Visual Studio 2010 Shell IDE provides a more streamlined and efficient IDE 

experience, support for multiple monitors, an improved code editor, enhanced 

debugging, and easy access to the latest .NET functionality. You can also install into 

Visual Studio 2010 or 2008. 

 

 

New Language and Compiler Features 

Delphi Prism XE includes enhanced support for parallel programming, functional 

programming with new “if”, “case” and “for” expressions; integrated support for 

.NET 4.0 BigInteger constants, and new syntax for defining extension methods 

 

 

Import or Copy and Paste C# Code as Delphi Prism Code 

Do you have or come across C# code snippets or files and wish you could use them in 

Delphi Prism? Now you can import or copy and paste C# code and .cs files into 

Delphi Prism and automatically convert them to Delphi Prism code. 



 

 

Build Apps for iPhone OS 

Delphi Prism XE can be used with Novell MonoTouch (sold separately) to create 

applications for the Apple iPhone OS to run on the iPhone, iPod Touch and iPad. 

 

 

Code Obfuscation 

Obfuscate your code to increase security and deter reverse engineering of your 

applications. Use the Oxfuscator Project template to add obfuscation to your solution 

and include it in the build process or run it standalone. 

 

 

CodeSite logging system 

The Raize CodeSite Logging System gives developers deeper insight into how their 

code is executing, which enables them to locate problems more quickly and ensure 

their application is running correctly. CodeSite's logging classes let developers capture 

all kinds of information while their code executes and then send that information to a 

live display or to a log file. 

 New RadPHP XE added to RAD Studio 
 

Embarcadero® RadPHP™ XE revolutionizes web development with a completely 

integrated, rapid visual development approach and component framework for PHP. The 

powerful PHP editor and debugger increase coding speed and efficiency. The integrated 

RadPHP component library helps developers quickly and visually create PHP web and 

Facebook applications, and the library can be extended with third party and open source 

components.  

 

Rapidly create data-enabled applications with seamless access to leading databases, and 

build web clients that connect with multi-tier DataSnap servers created with Delphi and 

C++Builder. RadPHP XE is the fast way to build powerful and reliable PHP web 

applications. 



 

 Makes building robust PHP Web applications easier with visual, drag-and-drop 

tools, a powerful editor, debugger, database connectivity, and an integrated 

reusable component class library 

 Build rich web front-ends for Delphi DataSnap Services and data 

 Visual, rapid web development: 

 

If you’re currently on RAD Studio 2009 or earlier, you also get many 
other new features introduced in recent versions 
 

New for native Windows development (Delphi and C++Builder) in recent 
versions 

Major features introduced in earlier versions 2010 2009 2007 and 
2007 R2 

Build touch and gesture enabled apps    

Windows 7 support    

IDE Insight    

dbExpress connectivity to Firebird    

Unicode    

Ribbon controls    

Robust project management    

Major DataSnap upgrade    

Generics and anonymous methods    

dbExpress 4    

Fast and reliable MSBuild build system    

Modern Windows Vista UI components    

VCL for the Web with AJAX     

 

Radically reduce development time 

Every feature in the RAD Studio development environment is designed to speed coding so you can 
complete your projects faster. RAD Studio 2010 will make you even more productive and save you time 
with enhancements throughout the IDE: 

 IDE Insight for easy access to all IDE features, settings and components without searching 
through menus and dialogs 

 Code Formatter to enable consistent coding styles with less work 

 C++ Class Explorer for quick navigation and management of classes in your project 

 Improved Search and File Reopen to quickly find the information you need 

 Debugger data visualizers make debugging easier by customizing the display of data types in 
the debugger 

 Debugger thread control for freezing, thawing and isolating threads as well as setting 
breakpoints for selected threads so you can track down problems 

 New introductory code audits and metrics in Delphi Professional for better understanding code 
and project health; full set of audits and metrics in Enterprise and Architect 

Free your customers from keyboards 

Rapidly build touch based GUI, tablet, touchpad, and kiosk applications or easily upgrade existing 
applications UIs with little or no additional coding. 



 Pluggable gesture engine architecture 

 Works on all supported versions of Windows (2000, XP, Vista and Windows 7) 

 Use touch-enabled hardware or work with what you have (e.g. mouse) 

 Integrated support for touch and multi-touch interfaces in the base VCL 

 30+ standard gestures for panning, zooming, rotating and more 

 Create your own with the Custom Gesture Editor 

 Touch Keyboard - a complete virtual keyboard for enhanced non-keyboard interface interactions 
that supports multiple locales and languages 

Make the connection with data and apps 

With RAD Studio 2010 you’ll make the connection with more data, more Web Services, and more 
application architectures 

 New Firebird 2.1 and 1.5 support in dbExpress 

 Updated drivers for InterBase 2009, Microsoft SQL Server 2008, Oracle 11g and MySQL 5.1 

 Take advantage of Web Services functionality from Amazon and others with new SOAP 1.2 
client support 

 HTTP communication and in-process connectivity for DataSnap multi-tier applications 

 New DataSnap wizards from the Object Gallery to make server creation even easier 

 DataSnap callbacks enable servers to communicate with clients 

 Filtering allows for complete control over the data stream between clients and DataSnap servers 

 Participate in popular application architectures with REST and JSON values support in 
DataSnap 

Reach more user desktops 

Support more Windows desktops without worrying about the specific Windows API details of each 
version and support users worldwide with Unicode throughout the development environment and 
improved language support. 

 VCL controls are optimized to take advantage of the capabilities and theming of XP, Vista and 
Windows 7 

 Fully Unicode enabled throughout to handle worldwide data and users 

 Deliver touch and mouse gesturing enabled apps on Windows XP and Vista and take advantage 
of the new touch support in Windows 7 

 Expanded Open Tools API for building plug-ins to the Delphi IDE 

 English, German, French and Japanese translations available for IDE menus and dialogs, 
compiled units, resources, and source code 

 Easy switching between languages for IDE menus and dialogs and more 

Code and compile like never before 

Delphi 2010 includes new RTTI support and new compiler and language enhancements 

 RTTI support for exposure of Methods, Fields, and Properties to support dynamic invocations 
and other meta-programming approaches 

 Object-oriented file and directory IO classes 

 Custom attribute support for most code elements - types, fields, properties, methods and 
parameters 

 Enhanced TStringBuilder for easier and faster string concatenation and manipulation 

 Enhanced generics with full RTL list and collection support 

 Enhanced support for localized resources 

 Background compilation so you can continue working while you compile 



C++Builder 2010 further builds on previously introduced C++0x language features with even more 
compiler and library enhancements: 

 FastMM is now the standard heap manager for C++ runtime libraries 

 Support for #pragma once 

 -Zx option for generating XML representation of source code 

 Added support for _FUNCTION_ 

 Support for [[deprecated]] attribute 

 __declspec(dllimport) and __declspec(dllexport) for template classes 

 Update Boost libraries 1.39 

 Improved standard C++ heap manager 

 Optimized string/memory handling functions 

 Background compilation so you can continue working while you compile 

More data modeling power in RAD Studio 2010 Architect 

RAD Studio 2010 Architect edition includes new ER/Studio 8.0 Developer Edition to help users discover, 
document, and re-use data assets and gives you the power to easily reverse-engineer, analyze, and 
optimize databases. New ER/Studio features include: 

 Visual Data Lineage - Visually analyze and document how data flows through your organization 
without needing to inspect code 

 Attribute-level Submodeling - Choose which attributes/columns to include in the entities/tables in 
the submodel and also describe submodels on the new Definition tab, then create queries to search 
on the definitions 

 Object-level Compare Flags - Indicate intentional discrepancies when comparing models that the 
Compare Wizard should ignore 

 Produce reports in HTML format 

 Microsoft SQL Server 2008 support 

New for .NET development (Delphi Prism) in version 2010 

Go further with the Delphi Prism language 

The Delphi Prism language is a great way for Delphi developers and .NET developers to write .NET 
applications. Delphi developers can take advantage of familiar syntax and .NET developers will find 
exciting language features not available in other .NET programming languages.  
The Delphi Prism language has been updated with the following new features: 

 Enhanced compatibility with the Delphi language 

 Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP) 

 Support for Dynamic Typing (under .NET 4.0) 

Delphi Prism's AOP makes it possible to change the behavior of code, add or remove fields, properties, 
events or methods and even extra classes, by applying special kinds of attributes - Aspects - to classes 
or members. 

Aspects are written in Prism, compiled into a separate library, and are reusable by different projects. 
They are also fairly simple to write. Aspect attributes are loaded and instantiated by the compiler at 
compile time, and are given the chance to take very powerful influence on the code the compiler is 
generating. 

Additional features have also been added to the language and compiler since the original 2009 release 
of the product: 

Major Compiler Features 

 RemObjects Cirrus: AOP for Oxygene 



 Standard Aspects Library for RemObjects Cirrus (shipping as Tech Preview) 

 Unmanaged Exports 

 Generic Type Variance 

 Volatile fields 

 CLSCompliantAttribute support and compiler warnings 

 New LINQ Query Expressions operators Skip, While, Take and Take While 

Minor Compiler Features 

 Unquote expression support (mainly to support Cirrus) 

 $DELPHICOMPATIBILITY compiler directive and project option 

 Runtime range checking 

 Range Enum Types (e.g. "type Ten = 1..10;") 

 Read-only classes 

 Support for negative low bounds in Array Types 

Other New Features 

 CodeDom enhancements to support OxygeneInterface, OxygenePartial and OxygeneEmpty 
tags in UserData 

 Pre/Post build events 

 Debug options: Remote Machine 

 Custom "Add Reference" pane for adding Mono assembly references 

 New Monobjc Template and Monobjc libraries deployed with Delphi Prism 

 Updated setup to install the latest Mono 2.4 

 Added Internet Pack as an integrated part of setup 

 Integrated F1 help based on an offline copy of the documentation wiki 

 Added templates for ASP.NET Web projects 

Make the connection with data and applications 

With Delphi Prism 2010, developers can build .NET DataSnap client applications that use new 
capabilities of DataSnap 2010, including support for communicating with the server using the HTTP 
protocol. DataSnap features are available in Delphi Prism Enterprise, Embarcadero RAD Studio 
Enterprise and Embarcadero RAD Studio Architect. 

Features vary by product edition. See the RAD Studio 2010 Feature Matrix for a full list of features by 
edition. 

 


